Arkansas Northeastern College’s new Center for Allied Technologies opened August 17, 2018.
Construction of the new 90,000 square foot Center for Allied Technologies began in April 2017. The Center for Allied Technologies features the headquarters for the College’s customized training force—The Solutions Group, including general purpose classrooms, electrical classroom/lab, mechanical classroom/lab,
safety classroom/lab, HVACR classroom/lab, computer classroom, and large multi-purpose room. Additionally, a world-class welding laboratory is available for students. ANC Technical Center students from
area high schools are being served on the ANC Main Campus by classroom and lab facilities for Aviation
Maintenance, Construction, Criminal Justice, Industrial Technology, Medical Professions, and Welding.
The design incorporates a computer lab specifically for the ANC Technical Center.
Also featured is an aviation complex, combination non-destructive testing (NDT) and composites laboratory, and general purpose classrooms to fully accommodate ANC’s Federal Aviation Administration certified
Aviation Maintenance program. Other related facilities include an aircraft apron, paint booth, tool room
and compass rose. The building features a two-story height aviation room, welding lab, and glass entrance
tower to add to the Center’s distinctiveness and appeal.
The Center is home to the newly created Arkansas Steelmaking Academy (a partnership with the SMS
group of Germany) which began operations in 2019. By partnering with SMS, the Arkansas Northeastern
College has become a satellite training hub for North America as a cost-effective way to gain knowledge of
cutting edge techniques in steelmaking and processing. The agreement between ANC and SMS group allows companies to save the costs of overseas travel by providing a North American option for the renowned TECademy training.
The ANC Center for Allied Technologies impressively mixes high-tech and industrial components into an
educational delivery mode. The cost to complete this facility was approximately $14,400,000 including architectural and engineering fees. The new Center is supported by $1,805,000 in private donations. Three
distinctive features at the main entrance are the 52-foot vestibule tower, an entrance garden honoring the
late John Correnti, and an international flag court featuring national flags representing over two dozen corporate and private donors who supported the construction costs of the Center, including Japan, Argentina,
Germany, Canada, and, of course, the United States of America.

Initially formed in 1996, The Solutions Group (TSG) is the customized training division of Arkansas Northeastern College. The Solutions Group is staffed by full-time professionals possessing both knowledge and industrial experience. Rather than teaching traditional
college courses and regarding customized training as extra duties, TSG trainers are exclusively dedicated to providing training to the
local industrial workforce. The Solutions Group also has a cadre of part-time trainers and consultants from which to draw for highly
specialized needs. The physical headquarters of The Solutions Group is the ANC Center for Allied Technologies in Blytheville, Arkansas. Many training projects can also be delivered on the client’s site through the use of mobile training equipment.
The Solutions Group keenly focuses on customer service and has an earned history of building trust with its clients. TSG strives to be
a multi-dimensional provider of service and not just training. Being consistent to these principles, The Solutions Group has become
Arkansas’ premiere provider of customized training in terms of the range and volume of clients served, the range and volume of training
projects delivered, and the volume of college credits earned through customized training.

CONTRACT TRAINING IS NOT THE SAME AS CUSTOMIZED TRAINING

Contract training normally involves offering canned or off-the-shelf programs that may or may not fit a client’s particular needs. The
Solutions Group offers customized training to its clients after spending the proper time to listen, analyze, and understand its client’s
needs. While TSG trainers often draw from prior modular elements of training, The Solutions Group custom-designs training solutions
for its client’s specific situations, developing new content and applications whenever necessary. Training solutions are customized not
only in terms of content, but also in terms of delivery schedule: time of day, day(s) of the week, frequency — in other words, delivered
on the client’s schedule, not the college’s schedule. If practical, training can be delivered onsite if requested by the client. Furthermore,
because The Solutions Group bills by training hour instead of the traditional college approach of billing per person, there are no minimum class sizes. The length of projects is determined by the nature of our client’s needs; training solutions have ranged from one hour
refreshers to multi-year projects. Clients decide what, when, where, and how the training solution is developed and delivered, including whether training occurs during regular company hours or during employees’ off-hours.

OUR GOAL

Our goal is to serve customers by being the highest quality, best value, most innovative, most flexible, most responsive training service
provider in this region.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

We believe customer service is our number one priority. We emphasize just-in-time training to fill a need, not generalized training to
fill time. Our client is the reason for our existence and we want our clients to become more productive, provide better quality, and to
be as safe as possible. We believe this to be the greatest service we can provide both our clients and our community.

TRAINING OPTIONS FOR NEW OR EXPANDING COMPANIES

Although the majority of our business involves training the incumbent workforce, we have extensive experience working with newlylocating companies or clients expanding their workforce. The Solutions Group offers services that allow our clients to outsource the
application and screening processes, including administering client-selected tests/assessments and verification of prior employment.
Clients, of course, make all hiring decisions; TSG just makes the process easier and more streamlined. The Solutions Group works
closely with the Arkansas Economic Development Commission and the Great River Economic Development Foundation to provide pre
-employment and new hire training for new or expanding companies. New hire orientation programs are customized to client priorities and can include coverage of company human resources policies, regular forms/procedures, safety practices, and teambuilding,
among other topics.

